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Copyright Notice 5
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

November 1992

Copyright (C) 1992 Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution j
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided: 'I
- that the above copyright notice appear in all copies.
- that both the copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

. that copyright notices displayed during software operation remain unaltered.
. that the name Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific prior written permission. I
that this software not be a part of any for-profit product without prior written permission or

license from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Disclaimer Notice

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution makes no representations about the suitability of this 3
software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty. It is provided

without obligation of support on the part of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution to assist in its

use, correction, modification, or enhancement.
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A bst ract:

A new computer program for accurate calculation of acoustic ray paths through a range-%arying

ocean sound channel has been written. It is based on creating a model of the speed of sound in the

ocean, consistent with input data, that produces the smoothest possible wavefronts. This scheme

eliminates "false caustics" from the wavefront. It may be useful in calculating an approximate5 solution to the full wave equation at megameter ranges.
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1. Introduction 5

The Ray program is a part of an ongoing effort by John Spiesberger's research group to create

a fully automated system for performing basin scale ocean acoustic tomography. I
One key part of such a system is forward modeling of multipath, which, given a model ocean

sound-speed field and bathymetry, predicts when sound emitted from a. source will arrive at a I
receiver and where the sound will travel. There are currently several ways to solve the forward

problem including normal modes, the parabolic equation and geometric ray tracing. Some theoret- 1

ical investigations into forward modeling have led us to the concept of eigentubes which are the full

wave generalization of eigenrays [Bowlin, 1991]. These considerations lead to the conclusion that 3
the wavefront generated by a geometrical ray trace is useful in solving the forward problem at fre-

quencies much lower than would be expected by a simple analysis of the high frequency assumptions

implicit in the geometrical acoustics approximation.

The idea we use is that for a given physical situation (environment and source placement) the

geometrical wavefront will be independent of the frequency and bandwidth of the source. Consider

a collection of geometric rays all starting from a single source location with different starting angles

and all ending at the receiver range. The depths, arrival times, and angles of these rays ( at the

receiver range) as a function of launch angle are what we call a wavefront. The actual acoustic field

for a given source frequency and bandwidth can then be calculated from the geometrical wavefront 3
(Buchal and Keller, 1960]. We envision the geometrical rays as a (frequency independent) skeleton

to which a flesh is added with (frequency dependent) diffraction effects. 3
In addition to offering a framework for calculating the complete acoustic field, the geometrical

optics or ray model offers accurate and numerically efficient determination of distinctly separated

multipath signals. The multipath calculation is equivalent to finding the spatial structure of a

wavefront formed from an impulse source, a structure considered since the early stages of acoustic 5
tomography [Brown et al., 1980]. This structure was recently analyzed with an experiment [Duda

et al., 1992].

None of the existing ray trace codes of which we are aware are suitable for the full-wave numer-

ical extension at the megameter ranges of basin scale tomography. Our primary considerations for

evaluating ray trace codes have been accuracy and speed. To add a diffracted flesh to the geometric I
bones, we must also include "smoothness of the wavefront" as a primary consideration.

Most fast ray tracing codes for ocean acoustics approximate the sound speed of the ocean as

piecewise linear. The discontinuities in the first derivative of these piecewise linear approximations

cause "fUse caustics" or more precisely "non-turning point caustics" (NTP caustics). One way 5
to see this is to look at the group velocity as a function of launch angle in a range independent
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3 environment. Denote

dv2

where 0 is the launch angle and v, is the "one loop group velocity" defined as the range of a single
loop of a ray divided by the time it takes the ray to traverse the loop. A little bit of calculus shows

that S depends upon integrals along the ray of the form
d__.. .z

Jk''(CP) sinO

where ai and Oi are bounded, smoothly varying functions and 8 is the angle of the ray with respect
to the horizontal. For a piecewise linear sound speed, CIc/(Ic) 2 becomes a delta function while
1/sin0 has an integrable infinity (with respect to dz) at the turning points of the rays. When the5 turning point of a ray approaches a knot in a piecewise linear ocean then S can become arbitrarily
large. This causes discontinuous jumps in the wavefront which would not occur if the second5 derivative of the sound speed were bounded. Caustics appear in a wavefront at extrema of the
function of depth at the receiver range vs. launch angle, where

* dz =0.
dipbIThis condition is satisfied whenever the wavefront contains a ray at a turning point. These we call

turning point caustics. Wherever there is a jump in the wavefront due to a very large value of S
then a caustic can also arise. These caustics are not restricted to lie on a turning point of a ray so

we call them NTP caustics.

Measurements of acoustic pulses at a few hundred Hz and at distances of one to three thousand
kilometers show that the wavefront is simpler than predicted by ray traces which model the sound
speed as piecewise linear [Duda et al., 1992; Sparrock, 1990; Spiesberper and Metzger, 1991]. A
reasonable requirement of a ray calculation (or ray-tracing) code is the reproduction of a stable
averaged wavefront structure when a smooth averaged ocean is considered. The program Ray is
designed to produce continuous wavefronts at megameter ranges. The overall philosophy has been
to find a simple model of the environment, consistent with the input environmental data (sound
speeds and depths), that produces the smoothest wavefronts. This strategy eliminates many butI not all of the NTP caustics. The NTP caustics that remain are due the the sound-speed structure
of the environment. These irreducible NTP caustics extend smoothly over a finite fraction o• the
wavefroat. This means that the acoustic field in the shadow zones associated with these caustics
can be found analytically from the geometrical wavefront.I Although the idea of smoothing sound-speed profiles in order to produce smooth wavefronts
has been around for a long time [Pederson, 1961], we have implemented an automated version of

15
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the smoothing that is integrated with efficient numerical techniques that enable us to trace rays 3
quickly through a realistic model of the ocean.

Mathematical algorithms of Ray are described in section 2. Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively,

describe the input, the operation, and the output of the program. Sectioa' 6 briefly describes the

performance of Ray. Section 7 is a summary. 3
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2. Computational Algorithms

Equations of Motion and the Spherical Earth Correction

The equations of motion for a ray travelling through the ocean can be cast iii Cartesian coor-

dinates as follows,
dO = 8Oc tan 0 - 6-C_

dr c c
dz
dr
dt sec 0
dr c

where 0 is the angle of the ray with respect to the horizontal r axis, and z is the vertical coordinate.

These equations are derived from Fermat's principle of least time in appendix A.

For long range ocean acoustics, the curvature of the Earth's surface makes non-Cartesian

coordinates more suitable for ray tracing. Let new i axes lie along radii passing through the center

of the Earth with , = 0 at sea level and , = Re at the earth's center, where R, is the radius of

the earth. and let the new f be the range measured along a circular arc at sea level. Three things

happen when the equations of motion are translated into this new coordinate system. The first is

a trivial change in the sign of z and 0. The second effect is from the conversion from dr to dF.

Imagine a fish that stays at a depth i, directly below a moving boat. The fish will travel a shorter

distance than the boat by a factor of f, = dr/dF = (R, - !)/Re. The third effect is a rotation of

the coordinate system by dfIR, radians as we take a step of size df.

The new equations of motion which include geometrical effects due to a spherical earth are

Sd'Tff c c ta R---
di =-tannO

di

dt esec 01_ di c __

r c

These are the equations that Ray integrates subject to the modifications and approximations

discussed below.

Smoothing the sound speed

The interpolation of sound speed as a function of depth is the most important algorithm in

Ray. For accurate calculation of ray paths and ray travel-times, sound speed is required at arbitrary

locations. A procedure is required which takes as input a set of sound speeds defined on a discrete

grid of depths, the most prevalent form of input, and produces a function describing the sound

17
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speed at any depth. The sound-speed field should be continuous with a bounded second derivative, 5
and should he a realistic approximation of the ocean.

Begin with a range independent sound-speed profile. Let the input depth grid and sound

speeds be labeled zi and ci for I < i < N such that

C(Zj) = c,. £
Each depth z, is called a knot for reasons that become apparent below. The continuous piecewise

linear approximation to these points is denoted c( 1)(z). It will be I
CM(1 Z) = C, + '3i(z - zi), z1 :5 z < zi.11

with 3, S (cj+j - c,)/(zj+j - z,). This is a continuous function. The first derivative is piecewise

constant of the form U
dz

The second derivative consists of a sum of delta functions,

d2 c(l) N-1 )y2 = 1: aib(z - zi)
dz----Z i=2

where o, S #j - 3i-,. To smooth out the the sharp corners at the knots, and to reduce the

magnitude of the second derivative, one can convolve this continuous piecewise linear model with

a normalized symmetric tophat function defined by 3
g(W; Z) (2)1=j:

0: IzI > W,

The result of this operation, 1

c(2)(w; z) J c()(z - z')g(w; z')dz'

- 1 j M(z) - z')dz'j1 W'

is a continuous piecewise parabolic function with a continuous piecewise first derivative and a finite 3
piecewise constant (but discontinuous) second derivative. If the width, w, o, go is less than the

spacing between knots, then C(2) will be parabolic for z within w of a knot and it will be linear and

equal to c(1) for all z that are not within w of a knot. In the parabolic regions the second derivative

of C(2) is constant, and in the linear regions it is zero.
There is a tradeoff in determining w, the width of g(w; z). We are forced to use an interpolation £

scheme because of our ignorance of the actual c(z) away from the points z, where c is measured.

8I



A w is sought which gives the smoothest wavefront possible, and still remains consistent with the

original set of measured values, (ci}. The wider the w, then the smaller the second derivative of

c(M) and the smoother the wavefront. For equally spaced z7 one choice is to set w = (z,+j - zi)/2,

which will eliminate all of the linear sections of c(2) where the second derivative is zero and tend

to minimize the second derivative in the parabolic sections.

A complete set of data that is available for determining global ocean sound sound is the Levitus

data base of temperature and salinity [Levitus, 1982], which does not have equally spaced z,. The
above method of smoothing can be generalized to let the parameter w vary with depth. Define a
set of widths wi, such that the width of g(z) is wi when z = zi. If the constraints

zi - w, > zi-1

zi + wi zi+1

are imposed on the set of widths, then it is always possible to use these widths to construct a

continuous piecewise parabolic function (with continuous first derivative) analogous to c( 2), which

will be equal to c( 2)(wi: z) for z such that max(zi-. + wi-1 , zi - w1 ) < z < min(zi+l - uli+i, zi + wi).

This is not proven here, instead expressions are given for the resulting smoothed function, denoted

by c(3 ).

The functional form of c(3 ) will depend on the values z1, and w,. There are three cases. Case

1 reproduces the linear segments of cO) far away from knots. It occurs for all Z such that

ZI-1 + Wi-I < Z < Zi - Wi

then

c(3)(z) = c, 4_ 3,(z - z,).

Case 2 reproduces the parabolic sections of c( 2)(u,,; z) near a knot. It occurs for all z such that

ma*x(z,- + wi- 1 , Zi - w1 ) < - < min(z.+x - wi+1 , zi + wa)

then

C(3)(Z)=C , ( + !La i+ 1+3i) (z _ Z,) + _a,(z _z,)2.
4 2 4wi

Case 3 is the smooth interpolation of two "overlapping" sections of case 2. It occurs for all z such

that.

Zi+1 - Wi+1 < Z < Z, + Wi .

Note that every section of case 3 is sandwiched between two case 2 sections. Let c(3)(z) defined on

each of these section be cj(z) and c,(z). Then

c (3 (z) = c:(z:) + yt(z -_ zI) + 2( - r ) 2 (z -2(z, - zj)(Z-I



where 5
Z", Zi+1 -- Wj+1

zi =i - tv 1i7= - I
dc,[

An algorithm to automatically generate the optimized widths for any depth grid has not been 3
developed. Ray's default set of {w;) has been designed to work with sound-speed profiles on the

depth grid of the Levitus data base.

Removing the bias created by smoothing

There is a serious side effect of the smoothing process described above. The resulting smototh 1
function does not pass through the origpnal data set,

cC(-)(Zj)= c + --

If the widths of the smoothing regions wi were much smaller than the spacing of the zi, then this

would be a minor problem siiice it would be a small correction over a small region of :. We warit

to make the widths as large as possible, so it is necessary to fix the discrepancy between the input

data set and the smoothed profile in order to minimize the bias in the travel times of calculated

rays. I
It is always possible to find a new set of sound speeds {5/) which, when smoothed, provide a

function that goes through the original data points. The new set of sound speeds can be determined

by solving the following set of linear equations for {ei}

Ao , /' i.- Ii-i~1  3
with A, =- zi+l - zi. Ray does not solve this set of equations directly. Instead, it provides a method 3
for obtaining an iterated solution of the form

4AAIci + fW, (+I Ai + -i-I

4A i- (Wi (A, P. A,..1)

with Z0) = ci. The user can input the number of iteratiozs and the converf.ence factor c. These I
two parameters allow some flexibility in how much debiasing Ray applies.

On each iteration the sound speed at any depth is ovly affected by its two nearest neighbors. 3
Thus the number of iterations controls how local or global the de"Aasing will be. The cunvergence

10 1
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U
factor controls how close Ray tries to get to the original sound speeds. If it is set to 1.0, then Ray
will attempt to compensate for all of the smoothing. If it is set to 0.5 then Ray will only try to get
rid of one half of the offset caused by the smoothing. For a few test profiles, ten iterations with c
set to 1.0 converges to the original sound speeds.

An example of a smoothed sound-speed profile with the bias removed is displayed in Figure 1.I
I

-600I' - :

-650 . .

-700............ ....................-700 ... .... 1.

|E - 7 5 0 ............... .........../". ... ............ ........... ...-- ...

i • - 8 0 0 . ....... . ............ ........... .......................................

' • - 8 5 0 i " :7 ... ... ... .. .. . . . ......... . . ......................... .

II

- 9 0 0 . ...... ............ ........... ........................ ............. .

~~~. . . . . . ...................... .. .

-1000 ----
1484.0 1485.0 1486.0 1487.0

sound speed (M/s)

Figure 1. The solid line shows a section of a piecewise parabolic, sound speo• profile generated by Ray. The
circles show the input sound speeds which were used by Ray to generate the profile. The curve to the right
shows the piecewise constant second derivative of the solid-line profile, with sections centered on the input

depths. In general there can be linear sections beLwecn the pazabolic sections but none are shown in tbis

exurnple. The dashed linear segments show the constant gradient approximation used in circular arc ray

tracing programs such as MPP and RDRYT.
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Range Dependence 5

The way that Ray handles range dependence reflects the design philosophy of creating a simple

model, consistent with the input data, that produces smooth wavefronts. Sound speeds are input I
as tables of sound speed versus depth at increasing ranges from the source. At each range the sound

speed is smoothed and debiased as described above. Three different models of range dependence

are provided.

The simplest model treats the ocean as a series of range independent sections. At each range £
where a sound-speed profile is defined the entire profile jumps abruptly to the new values. No

compensation is made for obeying Snell's law at the interface. The rays that make up a wavefront

pass through each interface at different depths. Since the amount the sound speed jumps varies I
with depth, this model introduces a modulation of the wavefront for each interface that is passed

through. There are some regions of the ocean where this modulation does not produce serious 3
problems but there are many regions where it is unacceptable. All attempts to eliminate this

modulation by making some correction at the interface, such as obeying SneU's law, have failed.

The corrections have changed the modulation but have not elimina.ted it.

The next level of sophistication lets the sound-speed profile vary linearly with range. As-.

sume two adjacent profiles have been input at ranges rj and r.+,, then the sound speed at any

intermediate range r will be g
c(z,r) = ,(r,,z)+ r-j (c(r1 +l,z) -c(rj,z)).rj+l - r, I

The equations of motion (see above) for a ray depend upon c, Oc/8z and ac/ar. In this model c and

c9c/Oz vary smoothly with range and depth while Dc/Or changes discontinuously at each interface. 3
If this term is important in determining the path of a ray then the linear range dependent model

will also contain modulations of the wavefront that depend upon the depths at which each ray
passes through the interfaces.

Ray prov!ids two implementations of the linear range dependent model in order to establish 3
whether the contributions due to the Oc/Or term are significant. One of them keeps this term

and the other one drops it. Using input from the Levitus data base, the differences between the

wavefronts generated by these two implementations have been of the same scale as the numerical
noise. This evidence has led us to conclude that the linear range dependent model is sufficient for

the intended use of Ray. 3
If Ray is run with an environment where dropping the Oc/Dr term produces a significant change

in the wavefront then it is very likely that the linear range dependent model is inadequate for that 3
environment even if the Dc/Dr term is included.

12£
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3 Bathymetry and Bouncing

Version 1.0 of Ray provides several different options for dealing with bathymetry. The soft3 option keeps a record of the smallest distance to the bottom for each ray of a wavefront. Rays

are still traced even if they go below the bottom. In these cases the distance-to-bottom becomes

negative and the most negative value is recorded. The range where the smallest (or most negative)

distance-to-bottom occurs is also recorded. The absorbing option terminates any ray that touches

the bottom. The reflecting option reflects rays that hit the bottom.

The bathymetry data that Ray reads in can be smoothed in the same manner that the sound

speeds are smoothed. Only one width parameter, bath.smoothisg, may be input. The delault value

is 10 km. It is used for al bathymetry points whose nearest neighbor is at least 4 times greater

than this width away. All bathymetry points that have a nearest neighbor closer than 4 times the3 bathymetry smoothing width have their smoothing width set to one quarter of the distance to the

nearest neighbor. This scheme creates alternating sections of straight lines and parabolas. If the

bathymetry smoothing width is set to 0 then no smoothing of the bathymetry is performed and

Ray uses a bottom made up of straight lines connecting the input bathymetry points. No attempt

has been made to "debias" the bathymetry, although the bathymetry points can be debiased before3 being passed on to Ray.

The heart of a bouncing algorithm consists of finding exactly where a ray path first intersects a3 boundary. Ray uses the following approach to find these intersection points. For every integration

step taken, a quick check is performed to determine if the ray might have possibly crossed a

boundary. Let r, and r2 denote the range at the beginning and end of a step. If the possibility of

crossing exists then the depth of this short section of the ray path and the depth of the boundary

are both parameterized as parabolic in range and the difference of these two parabolas is taken to

give the distance from the bottom as a function dr = ri - r,

Zray - Ziottom = ZmU zo + dr z1 + dr 2 z2.

We assume that if the integration step size has converged then the first crosaing of the boundary
will occur either near the smallest positive real root of this equation or near the minimum of

this equation if it has no real roots. In either case we take one integration step to the range
.(1) + which is a rough guess of where the first intersection will occur. The expansion

above is then repeated, this time expanding about r,(,). If no real roots are found here then we

3 assume that the ray does not cross the boundary at this step. If real roots are found then our

next guess for the range where the first intersection occurs is r(2) = r + t,which is found by
adding the root of the new parameterization with the smallest absolute value to 4l. This process

is repeated until either no real roots are found between r, and r2 or Iz..i < zt.j The default

1 13
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value for Ztol is JE-6 m. If no roots are found then we did not hit the boundary in this step. If the 5
tolerance condition is met in the ith iteration then we consider that the ray hit the boundary in

this step at the range ri and the appropriate action is taken depending on the type of bathymetry

requested.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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3. Program Input

Invoking Ray with no arguments will produce an output similar to

* Version 1.00 Friday, lovember 13, 1992, 3:33 pm

5 Copyright (C) 1992, Voods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

* Use -license flag for use, copying and distribution conditions.

usage:

ray initfile.ray (cmndlt] cmnd2) ... [cmndlJ (flags]

where:

initfile.ray is a ray initialization fill

cmndl ... candI are comand line parameters used in the

initialization file via Mi1 ... tli

flags:

-d (debug) send some debugging info to stdout

-1 (license) display the license agreement

-i (makoinit) generate an initialization file

-h (help) send detailed help to stdout

-p (parse) send parsed init file to stdout

-V (verbose) send information to stdout as we work

which lists all of Ray's command line options. Running Ray with the -makeinit option as in

Ray -aI causes Ray to print a prototype initialization file on the standard output. Capturing and editing

this file is an easy way to quickly operate Ray.

The initialization file can theni be sent back into Ray by specifying its name as the first command

line parameter aM in

Ray initialize.ray

which will run the Ray program with "initialize.ray" as the initialization file. It is always the first

file read by Ray. Its format, structure, and syntax are described in this section. The formats of the

other input files are described in an appendix.

15
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Initialization File Format 5

The initialization file format will be familiar to people who work with the C programming

language. All text enclosed between /, ... */ is a comment and is ignored. All of the initialization

parameters are organized into groups. The parameters within a group can be specified in two

different ways. One way is a single line (or statement) for each parameter. For example, 3
nodel integration - rk.2;

nodel range.depend a grad.z; 3
will set the integration routine to be rk.2 and the range dependence to be of the type grad-z. More

information on exactly what these mean will follow below. Notice the semicolon at the end of each 3
statement. The second method of specifying parameters within a group,

model {

integration rk_2;

ranSe.4dpond grad.z;

sets these two parameters exactly like the example given previously. This method saves on redun- I
dant typing and encourages users to put all of the parameters within a single group together. There

are currently six types of parameters that may be specified: string, dimensioned numerical, array j
of dimensioned numerical, dimensionless numerical, choice, and flag.

String Parameters

String parameters are used for specifying filenames. The name must always be inside a pair of I
double quotes, as in

input prof-file - "testi.sap"; I
Dimensioned Numerical Parameters 3

Dimensioned numerical parameters are input as a number followed by units in parentheses.

For example I
receiver range a 1000.0 (km);

specifies that the receiver is at a range of 1,000 kilometers. The inclusion of units is not optional

but choices of units are available. Two kinds of units are used, lengths and angles. Internally, all

angles are in radians and all lengths are in meters. Table 1 lists valid length and angular units.



Table 1. Valid length and angular units.

unit name conversion to meters

(a) meter 1.OeO
(ka) kilometer 1 .0e3
(Isi) nautical mile 1.852e3
(ft) foot 3.048e-1
(furlong) furlong 2.0117e2
(parsec) parsec 3.804e16
(cm) centimeter I.Oe-2
(m) millimeter 1.0e-3
(Ma) megameter 1.0e6
(lightyear) lightyear 9.46e15
(angstrom) angstrom 1.oe-lO

unit name conversion to radians

(radians) radians 1.OeO
(degrees) degrees 3.14159265358979 / 180.0

Array of Dimensioned Numerical Parameters

An array of dimensioned numerical parameters is specified like a single dimensioned numerical

parameter except the single number is replaced by a left brace, a list of numbers and a closing right

brace as inI ~angles{
specific =

(1.0. 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 ) (degrees);

Note that the list of numbers can be delimited by either whitespace characters (which consist of

space, tab, linefeed, and carriage return) or commas or both.

Dimensionless Numerical Parameters

Dimensionless numerical parameters are similar to dimensioned numerical parameters but they

must not have any unit specification, even an empty "W" is not allowed. For example,

model margins a 100;

is a valid statement.

Choice Parameters

Choice parameters give the user a specific range of choices such as

model integration a rk_2;
which will set the integration routine to be rk.2. Other choices for this parameter are rk.23 and

rk.4. If a choice parameter is misspelled or otherwise inappropriate, then an error message will be

generated showing where the problem occurred and what the valid choices are.

17
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Flag Parameters 5

Flag parameters look similar to choice parameters. A flag parameter is set by mentioning its
name as in: I

output wavefront;

which will ensure that all of the wavefront variables for this run are put into the output file. I

Initialization Parameters by Group I
There are seven groups of parameters that are specified in the initialization file. They are:

input, output, .ource, receiver, angles, paths, and nodal. All of the initialization parameters are
described below, ordered by group. £
Input Group

The input group specifies the additional files that will be read in by Ray. For example U
input {

prot.file c '".estl.hsp; I
bath-file a "t*•tl.btb";'; I

specifies that the file "testl.ssp" will be read in as a profile file containing sound-speed profiles, and
the file "testl.bth" will be read in as a bathymetry file containing bathymetry. In order to maintain

compatibitity with existing software, the profiles and bathymetry may be specified together in a
single MeP file with the line

input mppjtile a "tsstl.npp"; I
If an oppj ile is specified, then it is an error to specify either a prof.filU or a bath-tile. The

profile and bathymetry file formats are detailed in appendices. The mpp.tile option is only included $
to maintain compatibility with existing software. This file format is not recommended and is not
described in this report. 3
Output Group 3

The output group specifies the name of the output file generated by Ray, and what variables
will be included in this file. The line 1

outpu mat-_file a "testl.st";

tells Ray to name the output file "testl.mat". The user can tailor what will be included in the 3
output file with the following flag parameters,
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output effect

3initialization; save initialization parameters

filanaaes; save filenames
date; save the time and date of the run

soundadpeeds; save the sound-speed tables

bathymetry; save the bathymetry table

paths; save path information along each ray

wavefront; save all ray parameters at receiver range

everything; save all of the above

environsent -only; don't trace rays

If no output flags are specified then Ray will assume everything should be saved. To save the paths

the user must explicitly set a paths fixed.dz or a paths stepusper in addition to the output flag.

This is a safety feature to prevent accidentally filling a disk with detailed path information from

thousands of rays. If .nviroment-on.y is chosen then no rays will be traced regardless of the state

of the other output flags.

Source Group

The source group specifies the depth and range of the source. The lines

source (

depth a 600.00 (a);

range a 1000 (ha);

will put the source 600 m below the surface at a range of 1,000 km

Receiver Group

The receiver group specifies the depth and range of the receiver. The depth of the receiver is

not used by Ray Version 1.0. For example,

receiver (
depth a 1000.0 (a);

range a 3000.0 (ha);

specifies a receiver at a depth of 1000 m and a range of 3000 km.

3 Angle Group

The angle group contains all of the information needed to specify the launch angles of all the3 rays that will be traced. There are two ways to specify these angles, one is to provide two extreme

angles and the total number of (equal spaced) angles as in
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angles { 5

first a 16 (degrees);

last a -15 (degrees); I
number a 3;

}!

which tells Ray to shoot rays at the angles 15, 0, and -15 degrees. The user may alternatively
specify specific angles to shoot as in

angles specific a {
1.0, 1
2.0.

3.0, 3
}(degrees)

U
which tells Ray to shoot three rays at initial angles of 1, 2, and 3 degrees. It is an error to specify

angles in both formats. i

I
Paths Group I

The parameters in the paths group allow the user to save information about each ray as it is
traced. For example

paths (

min-rang. 0.0 (kmn)U
ual..range a 1000 (ki)
ifii•d.dr I (ka) 3

will save path information for every ray as it is traced, every km over the region from 0 to 1,000
km. If the m.irange and mauzrangs are not specified (or if they are set to zero) then the path

region is set to the entire region between the source and the receiver. If steps.per is used instead

of tized-dr then Ray will output information along each ray every steps.per steps. Since the step
size can vary with depth, the range spacing of each path will vary. The information that is stored i
at points along a path can be tailored by specifying the following paths columns flags:

20
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Ipath. colwmo. contents

- range; range of the point

depth; depth of the point

tine; time it took to get to the point

"angle; angle of the ray at the point
speed; speed of sound at the point

grad; 0 c/8z at the point
top.bounces; number of top bounces
bolt-bounces; number of bottom bounces

ray-number; which ray the point belongs to
everything; all of the above

I If no columns are specified then all the columns are used. In addition if
paths include bounces;

is specified then every point where a ray bounces is included in the patJ. in addition to all of the
points generated by the fixedAr specification or the stepsper specification. In order to only save

the bounce points set fiitd.dr to a range that is greater than the separation between the source

and the receiver.

Model Group

The model group of parameters specify how Ray will model the ocean. The model integration

choice controls which integration routine is used. The options are

3 model integration a effect

rk.2; 2nd order Runge Kutta
rk.23; 2nd - 3rd order Runge Kutta
rk-.4; 4th order Runge Kutta

"The model range-depend choice controls how Ray interpolates between different sound-speed pro-
files. There are three options:

I model range-ep.•nd * effect

5none; no interpolation
gra"; interpolate c and Oc/Dz but ignore Oc/Or5 full; interpolate c and Oc/Dz and include Oc/Dr

The model bathymetry a choice controls how Ray deals with bathymetry.
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model bathymetry - effect

none; fiat bottom, no bathymetry

soft; pass through bottom

absorbing; stop at bottom

reflecting; reflect off bottom

The soft choice records the closest approach to the bottom (or the deepest descent into the bottom)

for each ray. It also records the range where this closest approach occurs. The absorbing choice

terminates any ray that touches the bottom. The reflecting choice lets rays bounce off of the

bottom. 3
Within the model group is a subgroup that controls the size of the range step taken by the

integration routines. Ray provides a facility for a depth dependent step size. The shape of this

function is determined by the prof-smoothing widths which are described below. The overall size U
of the steps can be controlled by setting the step size multiplier, such as

model range-stop multiplier a 0.5; 3
which halves all of the range steps. The maximum aid minimum range step can also be controlled.

This process occurs after the multiplier has been applied so that the units used for the minimum

and maximum are not scaled by the multiplier. The lines I
model rangeostp {

max a 10 (a); 3
mrt - 10 (a);

will set the range step size to 10 m for all depths regardless of the va~ue of the multiplier. The

maximum and minimum can also be set to different values. If the maximum is less than the

minimum, then the step size is set to the minimum. 5
There are two parameters in the model group that control how ciose Ray stays to the input

sound-speed profiles. These are dimensionless numerical parameters and are set as in the following

example S
model debias (

factor a 1.0; 3
iteration a 10;

A detailed description of what these two parameters do is contained in the Computational Algorithm 3
section of this report.

There are six numerical parameters in the model group. these parameters and their default

values are: I
model {

prof smoothing * im3

6, 6. 5, S. 6, 20, 12, 13, 12, 26, 26. 26. 60,
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0o. s0, s0o so. 60, s0. s0, 60. 60, s0. s0. 60,

126. 126, 260, 250. 260, 260, 260, 260. 260

bath-smoothiz-g 10 (ka);

bottoadepth a 6000 (a);

*arth-radius a 6378.137 (a);

-z.tolerance a 1.-06 (a);

margins a 100

The prof-smoothing array contains the smoothing widths for the sound-speed profiles as discussed in

the Algorithms section. The bath.-moothing parameter contains the single width used for smoothingI the bathymetry. The bottom.-dpth parameter controls the absolute maximum depth that can
be used in a ray trace. If there is bathymetry specified that is deeper than bottomn.epth then3 bottom-depth is automatically set to the deepest bathymetry point. The earth.xadius parameter is

used for the spherical earth correction. If it is set to 0 then no spherical earth correction is used.

The z-tolerance paiameter controls how close a ray need get to a boundary before it bounces off
of it as described in the Bathymetry and Bouncing section. It is currently set to 10-6 m. The
margins parameter controls how much extra depth is allowed over the top and under the bottom.3 The default values of these numerical parameters should work fine in most situations. If they

are set incorrectly spurious results may be obtained.

3 Comnmand Line Substitution

Often the situation arises when several ray traces need to be performed which differ in only

one or two parameters. To facilitate work on such problems, Ray has the ability to do command
line substitution in the initialization file. This allows repeated use of the same initialization file
for a number of different ray traces. Everywhere in the initialization file where a $1$ occurs, the

second command line parameter is substituted for the $15. Everywhere that a $2$ is encountered,
the third command line parameter i3 substituted for every $2$, and so on. For example suppose3 the "init-ray" contains the lines

input prof-fille "$1$.ssp";

input bath-file a "111.*bh";Imodel integration - *28;

and then suppose that Ray is invoked by3 Ray mint.ray runl7 grad-z

then this will have the same effect as if the initialization file contained

input prof file a "runl7.ssp";

input bath.-ile a "runl7.bth";

model ia.•gratiou a grad..a;3 Note that although replaceable parameters are allowed to split a string (as in "$1$.prf" above)
it is not valid to try to split up a word that is not in quotes with a replaceable parameter. For
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example, the line 3

model integration rk_$1*;

is not valid and will generate several error messages.

Although Ray has a large number of inputs parameters which make it adaptable to a variety of

needs, most users will never want to access all of these parameters since Ray has a reasonable set of

default values. However, There is some information that needs to be included in the initialization 5
file in order for Ray to run. The following listing shows a very short initialization file which contains

all of the needed information. I

/,ee NiiLimum information initialization file .. e/

input prof-file a "testl.ssp"; U
output aat.file a "teetl.mat";

source dipth 6 600 (m);

receiver ra~e = 220 (km);

angles first a 15 (degrees);

angles lase a -15 (degrees),

angles number Z 500; I
If a bathymetric ray trace is desired then add the line

input bath.-file r "fname.bth"; 3
and Ray will read in the bathymetry information from this file and set model bathymetry z re-

f ecting;. If path information is desired then add a line such as

paths fixied.dr 1000 (m);
which will cause Ray to save information alopg the path of each ray every 1000 m.

I
U

I
I
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5 4. Program Operation

Ray is written in the ANS3I C language. The source code is split up into several flies (which

are called "translation units" in C jargon). All of these flies have a ".c" extension. Many have an

associated header file with the same name and a ".h" extension. A general outline of what Ray does
when it runs follows below. Each major section of the outline includes the name of the translation

unit which is primarily in charge of that section.

Outline

1. Initialization: initray.c
a. Print banner and copywrite notice.

b. Rea,; command line parameters. Exit here if there are unknown command line parameters.

c. Open and read initialization file (there are errors in initialization file then print error

messages and exit).

d. Open appropriate MPP, profile and bathymetry files. Open the output file.

e. Save all initialization parameters. star' time, filenames in the output file.U II. Read auxiliary input files: mppio.c
a. Read MPP file containing sound--speed profiles and hathymetry.

b. Read profiles file.
c. Read bathymetry file.

III. Pre-process the environment: preray.,"
a. Get maximum number of sound-speed depths.
b. Make a table of widths.

c. Make idex tab'.

d. Make rstep Lable.
e. Debias the sound speeds.

f. Make sound-speed tables.
g. Make speed at receiver table.

Ih. Make baihymetry table.

i. Save cnvironment (if requested to do so).

IV. Do the ray trace: ray.c

a. For every angle: shoot one ray.

b. Save wavefront information.

U Program Function by Translation Unit

helpray.c Contains the text of Ray's extensive help documentation and a little function to print it

out.

initray.c Prints out the banner and copywrite n, 'ce. Reads ann grf,cesses command line parame-3 ters. If any errors occur (such as an unrecognized command line option) the usage text is

displayed along with an error message. Reads and p~ocesses the initialization file. If any
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errors occur while reading the initialization file, each offending line is printed out along

with an error message showing where in the line the error occurred and what the error was.

The total number of errors is displayed and then the program exits. If the initiajization

file is parsed successfully then its contents are checked for ambiguities. If any ambiguities
occurred then all ambiguities in the initialization file are reported and the program exits.

If no ambiguities occurred then we open the other input files and the output file.

mppio.c Reads MPP, profile and bathymetry files. Puts all of this information into a single app

structure. Since we use reada.c (see below) to read ASCII files, comments may be freely

placed throughout these files be inclosing them in /* ... *I. I
outray.c Contains functions to write variables to the output file in binary MatLab format. Ray has

one machine dependent parameter. It is called Hat-mach.,num and is located in outray.h. i

There is a nearby comment which explains what to set this parameter to according to
which machine Ray will be compiled on. If it is set incorrectly, Ray will run without errors

but MatLab will be unable to read Ray's output.

preray.c Preprocesse3 the environment. Constructs an index table and tables of sound-speed param-

eterizations, bathymetry parameterizations and automatic rangestep parameterizations. i

All of these functions are accessed through the function preprocessO.

ray.c Does the actual i ng. Contains all of the functions for integrating the equations

of motion and boun,..ng rays off of the surface and the (flat) bottom. Also contains the I
function mein() which is the main routine for ray.

reada.c Reads ascii files anz nplit' them into tokens. A token is defined as a contiguous series of non- 3
whitespace characters separated by whitespace characters (space, tab, linefeed, and carriage

return) and delimiter characters ( = , / " ( ) ( ) ; * ). Each delimiter character is a
token. Strings and comments are handled appropriately. All text between a /* and a 3
*/ is ignored. All text between pairs of double quotes ( " ... ") is treated as a string.

Comments may be nested.

utils.c Contains small functions and macros used by many of the other translation units. The

macros are in the file utils.h.

version.c Contains the version number and version date.

Detailed Outline of Tracing One Ray 3
Ray uses two different structures for tracing rays. The structure rinfos contains all of the

information about a ray that is used in creating a wavefront. The aollowing fragment from ray.h

details all of tho! components of the rinfos structure.

struct rinfos ( /* all start, end info about a single ray e/

double "angle, /, angle of ray at source .1 I
sdepth, /. depth of ray at source S/

orange, /0 range of the source / 3
rangle. /* angle of ray at re..iver */
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3 rdepth, /4 depth of ray at receiver

rrange. /* range of receiver ./

time. /* tin, of arrival at the receiver

top.turns. I- number of top turns 0/

bot.turns, /* number of bottom turns 0/

top.bonks, /* number of top bounces */

botbonks, /* number of bottom bounces o/

totturns, /0 total number of turns o/

signat. /s a 10000 * bonks * turns 0/

utp. /s upper turning point at receiver

I ltp. / lover turning point at receiver ./

miss,. / m iss flag */

arrival. /I arrival type '/

c.ats, /* speed of sound at source ./

nadir, /* closest approach to bottom o/

3 nadir-at; /0 range of closest approach to bottom 0/

rinfos oprov; /I not used o/

rmnfos *next; /* points to next rnfo /

The other structure used for tracing rays is much smaller. It is called role which stands for ray

I elements. The components of this structure are what actually get integrated when a ray is being

traced. The components of rols and their significance are given In following code fragment which

is also from ray.h

struct rols { /s this is the structure we integrate 0/

double r, /# range */

ZI /* depth 0/

2I /s sin(theta) */

C, /* cos(theta) e/

t, /S time S/3 a; /* theta: only used in derivitives, NOT integrated ,/

Note that 9, the angle of the ray is not integrated. Instead, cos 9 and sin 0 are integrated separately.

5 This allows the integration to be performed with only addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division operations. No calls to transcendental functions are needed.

As described in the Algorithms section, the slice of the ocean we are tracing rays through is

broken up into a sequence of regions such that the sound speed in each region varys linearly with

range. If the source is located before the first profile, or if the receiver is located after the last

profile then profiles are repeated as necessary in order to assure that the entire path of a ray is

bounded between profiles.
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For each region, global pointers to the proper sound speed tables are set and then the ray is 5
shot through the region by repeating the following steps:

1) compute the range stepsize

2) take one Runge Kutta step
3) do quick checks of boundary crossing.

4) If a boundary might have been crossed then do exact test for a boundary crossing. 3
5) If a boundary was crossed take the appropriate action depending on the setting of model

bathymotry.

6) Count turning points. _
When 'he ray would get to within one meter of the end of a region the range stepsize is set so that
the ray will land right on the boundary of the region. If there is another region to go through, then

we are ready to repeat the above process, otherwise we are at the receiver range and the tracing of

this ray is finished.

UI

U
U
I
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5. Program Output

The output from Ray is a single MatLab file [Moler, Little and Bangert, 1987]. The name of

this file is specified in the initialization file on a line of the form
output sat.-ile a "inamo.aat";.

This file is written in binary double precision MatLab format and can be read directly by the

MatLab program on a variety of platforms. It contains a collection of MatLab variables that can
totally specify the inputs and outputs of the Ray program. The variables are divided up into seven
groups. The user has control over which group or groups of variables get saved by specifying output

group.-aan; in the initialization file. The statement output everything causes Ray to do just that.
The names of the seven output groups are given in the table below along with a brief description

of what each group contains.

output group contents
S....... ......

initialization; all scalar parameters in initialization file

-ilonaaes; all filenames in initialization file
date; date and time of ray trace
sound.spseds; sound-speed profiles3 bathymetry; bathymetry
wavefront; all rays at receiver range3 paths; path of each ray

These variables and their contents are detailed below by group.

3 Initialization Group

The initialization group contains just one variable named inits. It has a size of I by 25 and3 contains the version number and all of the scalar parameters (numerical parameters and choice
parameters) contained in the initialization file. Its contents are detailed below. The order of the
contents of this variable always match the order in the prototype initialization file created when

the -makeinit command line flag is used.

inits(1) = ray version number
inits(2) = source range (m)
inits(3) = source depth (m)

inits(4) = receiver range (m)
inits(5) = receiver depth (m)
inits(6) = first angle to be launched at source (rad)
inits(7) = last angle to be launched at source (-ad)
inits(8) = number of rays to be launched (integer)
inits(9) = starting range for saving paths (m)
inits(10) = ending range for saving paths (m)
inits( 11) = fixed step size along a path (m)
inits(12) steps per path
inits(13) - range dependence choice ( 0-3)
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0- dc/ds range dependence (default) 5
1: no range dependence none

2: dc/dz range dependence grad.z
3: full range dependence full i

inits(14) = integration routine choice ( 0-3)
0: 4th order runge kutta (default)
1: 2nd order runge kutta rk.-2
2: 2nd-3rd order runge kutta r]L2i
3: 4th order runge kutta rk_4

inits(15) = bathymetry choice (0-4) 5
0: no bathymetry (flat) (default)
1: no bathymetry (flat) none
2: soft bottom soft 5
3: absorbing bottom absorbing

4: reflecting bottom reflecting

inits(16) = step size multiplier I
inits(17) = maximum step size (m)
inits(18) = minimum step size (m)
inits(19) = debias factor ( 0 < bias factor < 1)
inits(20) = debias iteration (integer)
inits(21) = bathymetry smoothing width (m)
inrts(22) = bottom depth (m)

ints(23) = radius of earth (m)
inits(24) = z tolerance (m)
inits(25) = margins (integer)

Note: Depth scale is zero at the surface and positive downward so
that all depths should be greater than or equal to zero.

Note: Angles are defined so positive angles indicate rays moving upward
toward the surface.

Note: Some of these parameters may change before Ray runs the ray trace,
the inits variable is only meant to reflect what the user has input.

Filenames Group 3
The filenames group contains the names of all of the filenames specified in the initialization

file plus the name of the initialization file. Their sizes depend on the number of characters in each 3
filename. They are all MatLab text variables.

variable name contents 3
bath-file bathymetry filename
nitfile initialization filename
mpp.file MPP input filename
out-file output filename
prof-flle profile input filename I
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Date Group

The date group contains two variables. One is a text variable named run-date which contains

the date and time that the ray trace started. The second variable is named runtime and contains

the number of seconds that elapsed while Ray was performing the ray trace.

Sound Speed Group

The sound speed group contains the variables: sspr, idex, ctabO01 - ctab###, rec.c, and rtab.

These variables contain the tables that Ray uses internally for modeling the speed of sound. The

sizes of many of these variables will vary depending upon the data in the input files. Some useful

* numbers are:

No The number of sound-speed profiles.
Nbat The number of bathymetry sections which will be approximately

twice the number of bathymetry points input).

1 NeC The number of segments used for generating sound speed

profiles (usually twice to three times the maximum number

of points input in any sound-speed profile).

SN, the number of meters to the bottom-depth.

The variables in the sound speed group are described below.

sspr(1 by N,.)

The range (in meters) of the N,, sound-speed profiles.

idex (N, by 1)

I
A table of indices for use with ctab001 - ctab###, tee-e, and rtab. For every meter

of depth from 0 to N, - 1, idex(z + 1) tells which parameterization of the ocean to use

for that depth. In order to calculate a sound speed (or a step size) the depth in meters

is used as an index into this array, For example, to find a sound speed at a depth of z

meters then one uses ii = idex([z] +1) where [zJ is the integer part of z. The parameters in

etab###(ii + 1,:) are used to compute the sound speed.

I ctabOol - ctab### (Ne, by 4)

U Tables used to construct sound-speed profiles. The numerical suffix will vary from 001 to

N,,. They are ordered by increasing range from the source.
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Column 1 is the depth we expand about: z0

Column 2 is the sound speed at zo: Co
Column 3 is dc/dz at zo: cl

Column 4 is one half of dac/dz2 at zo: C2

Sound speeds c(z) are calculated as follows:

ii= idex([zJ + 1) + 1

zo = etab(ii, 1)
Co = etab(ii, 2)

cl = ctab(ii, 3)

C2= etab(ii, 4)

dz= z - zo I
c(z) = co + dz c, + dz2 C2

rec-c (N..g by 4) U
Table used to calculate the sound speed at the receiver range. This is useful since the

receiver range may not coincide with any of the ranges of input sound-speed profiles. The
format is identical to that of ctab### above. 5

rtab (N,h by 5)

Table used to calculate the range step as a futiction of depth. Its use is similar to etab I
described above. The fifth column is used by Ray for storing auxiliary width information
and is not needed for computing the range step size.

Bathvmetry Group I
The bathymetry group contains one variable btab which contains the table of values Ray uses

for computing were the bottom is.

btab(Nb.g by 5)

This table is used to determine the piecewise parabolic bottom. The ranges in column 1
serve a dual purpose. They are used as the range about which the parabolic expansion is

made, and they also serve to mark the end of each section of bathymetry.
Column I is the last range of each section ro

Column 2 is the depth at ro bo
Column 3 is db/dr at ro: b,
Column 4 is one half of d2b/dr 2 at ro: b2

Column 5 is the minimum depth on this section minz 3
The bottom depth b(r) is calculated as follows:
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Find the entry in btab such that btab(i - 1, 1) < r < btab(i, 1)

then let:
ro = btab(i, 1)

bo = btab(i, 2)

b1 = btab(i,3)

b2 = btab(i,4)
dr = r - rO

b(r) = bo + dr b, + dr 2 b2
Note that the number of rows In this table will be approximately twice the number of input
bathymetry points. If there is no bathymetry specified then this variable will not exist.

Wavefront Group

The wavefront group contains one variable called wf which stands for "wavefront." Its size is
N,. by 20 where N, is the number of rays that were shot. This one variable contains all of the

output from the ray tracing. Its contents are described below.

wf(1) = angle at the source (rad)
wf(2) = depth at the source (m)
wf(3) = range of source (m)
wf(4) = angle at the receiver (rld)
wf(5) = depth at the receiver (m)
wf(6) = range of receiver (m)
wf(7) = travel time (s)
wf(8) = number of top turns

wf(9) = number of bottom turns
wf(10) = number of top bounces
wf 11) = number of bottom bounces
wf(12) = total number of turns
wf(13) = signiture flag**
wf(14) = upper turning depth at receiver (m)
wf(15) = lower turning depth at receiver (m)
wf(16) = eigen miss flag**
wf(17) = arrival type flag**
wf(18) = sound speed at source (m/s)
wf(19) = closest approach to bottom (m)
wf(20) = range at closest approach to bottom (m)

Note: ** indicates variables that are no& fully implemented.

The upper and lower turning depths are depths at the upper and lower turning points that would

occur if the ray were continued past the receiver range, using a range independent sound-speed

profile identical to the profile at the re':eiver.
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Paths Group 3
The paths group contains one variable named paths which contains all the path information

for all of the rays that were traced. The number of columns in paths depends on which columns 5
were selected in the initialization file. If all of the columns were selected then paths will have nine

columns and the will be in the following order:

paths(l) = range (m)
paths(2) = depth (m)
paths(3) = time (s)
paths(4) = angle (rad)
paths(5) = sound speed (m/s)
paths(6) = oc/az (1/s)
paths(7) = number of top bounces
paths(8) = number of bottom bounces
paths(9) = the number of this ray

If only a subset of the possible columns are selected then the number of columns in paths will 5
change but the order will be as shown above. The number of each ray is used to uniquely identify

the rays. The first ray shot is numbered one, the second ray is numbered tvo and so on. 5

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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6. Performance

Range-Dependent Environment

Acoustic data from a 3000 km transmission (Spiesberger and Metzger, 1991] and the Slice 89
experiment [Duda et al., 1992] indicate that acoustic wavefronts are smoother than the predictions

made by the RDRYT and MPP ray tracing codes. The smoothness of the experimentally measured
wavefronts is taken to be representative of ocean acoustic propagation over megameter ranges at

frequenciec of a few hundred Hz.
Figure 2 shows the arrival time predictions for runs of RDRYT and Ray with the same en-

vironment. Transmission was modeled for the Pacific, and with acoustic source at 1000m depth,

10.1°N and 1510W. The receiver was 2005.65 km distant, at 30*N and 150°E, at a depth of 3000
in. Sound-speed profiles at 100-km intervals along the acoustic path calculated from the Levitus
temperature and salinity database for summer [Levitua, 1982]. This database has profiles at one
degree intervals, located at half-degree positions (e.g. 27.5*N, 68.5*W). The arrivals predicted by
Ray have uniform amplitudes and come in the expected groups of four. The RDRYT arrivals dis-
play the groups of four but also have many extra arrivals. The bottom half of Figure 2 shows one

of the groups of arrivals with an expanded time scale. It shows the many extra arrivals predicted
by RDRYT.

The nature of these extra arrivals can be seen more clearly in Figure 3 which shows the depth
vs. arrival-time "timefront" and the depth at receiver range vs. launch angle. The output of Ray is
smooth and evenly spaced, as one expects for a sound channel which is slowly varying with respect
to ray-loop length [Flatti, 1983]. The output from RDRYT has many zig-zags and an uneven
spacing which causes the extra arrival predictions and the greater variation in arrival amplitude.

The depth at receiver range vs. launch angle clearly shows the contrast between the smooth
wavefront generated by Ray and the discontinuous wavefront created by RDRYT. The extrema of

these curves occur at caustics. If the wavefront is smooth in the neighborhoods of these extrema
then it should be possible to make a diffracted extension of the the wavefront in the shadow zones

of these caustics [Buchal and Keller, 1960]. It seems that such an extension would be meaningful

with the results from Ray but not with the results from RDRYT.

I
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Figure 2. Geometric arrivals for a 2205.65 km south to north raytrace in the tropical Pacific Ocean. The
source depth is 1000 =i *ad the receiver depth is 3000 m. The lower two plots are expanded veruions of the
second complete group of four arrivals.
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I
Flat Layered Environment

In a fiat, range-independent, layered sound-speed field the accuracy of numerical ray-traces can

be checked against analytic solutions. The cosh(z) sound channel provides an interesting analytical

solution: periodic focusing at the depth of minimum sound-speed (the axis) of all fully refracted

rays emitted from the axis (Tolstoy and Clay, 1966). Calculations were made using the model

c(z) = a(cosh(b(z - z.)), with a = 1480 m/s, b = 0.00006 m- 1 , and z0 = 2500 the depth of

minimum sound speed. The foci are at distances nw/b from an axial source. Figure 4 shows a

comparison between Ray and RDRYT at the 40th focus, which is at a range of approximately 2094

km. Values of c(z) are provided to Ray at 100 m intervals, and the widths wi are all 50 .i. Note

the simultaneous arrival at the axis (the focal points) of all trajectories traced with Ray, agreeing

with the analytic result. The foci were missed by RDRYT, seen by the variable depth and time for

rays at the focal distance.

1415.16 focus: 40 Solid: Roy I
1415.15 3
1415.14 A.4

! I I * * * , . * i

toI I
I |i t6 I , I. I I1415.12 t .S1415.11 A ' , ' , '

1415.10 ' I
-2000 ,

f'-24oo0 too ''. . ,* I I It

too I I t t I

* Ii I t .I | I

tl | I | I l # I I I £ I i I

-2800
S I ,

-3000 ° '
-0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10

launch angle (rod)

Figure 4. Arrival depths and times for rays traced in a cosh(z) profile for exactly 40 focal distances. Each ray 3
traced with Ray (solid line) pased through the focus, except for those that interacted with the surface, and

they all arrived at the same time. Trajectories calculated with RDRYT (dashed line) do not pass through

the focus. The diamond shows the analytic arrival time.
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7. Summary

The program Ray has been implemented the algorithms of Section 2 in the manner described.
The Program Input and Program Output sections are intended to provide all necessary information
to use the program properly.

Ray has been shown to achieve its goal, the calculation of smooth acoustic wavefront propaga-

tion through a realistic model of the ocean.
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I
APPENDIX A. Derivation of the equations of motion 3

The equations of motion for a ray through an inhomogeneous medium can be derived, by a

trivial application of the calculus of variations, from Fermat's principle of least time which was 3
expressed by Feynman as " ... a ray going in a certain particular path has the property that if we
make a small change ... in the ray in any manner whatever, ... there will be no first order change in

the time." [Feynman, Leighton and Sands, 1965] Mathematically this idea is expressed by setting I
the variation of the time to zero,

6T = 6J dt =0

where the integral on the right hand side is over the path of the ray with fixed limits of integration

and 6 is any (differentiable) variation in the path that keeps the end points fixed. In order to 3
find the path we convert the integral over dt to an integral over path length do using the index of

refraction n - z dt/ds = 1/c, then =
6T = t f nds.

The path length can be expressed in terms of cartesian coordinates zi as ds = (dxi dxi) 1/ 2 where we 5
have used the Einstein summation convention of implicitly summing over repeated indices. Take
the variation of this equation to find 5

6da = dx, 6dzi ds-1

= fi 6dzi I
= i bi idso

where a dot over a quantity means the total derivative of that quantity with respect to s. The 3
variation of the time may be written as

6T = f (Sn + n.iii)ds 3
= f (b xiOin + nibi,)ds.o.

The first term in the integrand represents the change in time due to the change in the index of

refraction over a new path. The second term represents the change in time due to the change in

the length of the path. The 6ii dependence of the integrand it; eliminated by noting that

d d
W. (niizi) = 6xjyW(ni) + ni6 ii, 5

and integrating the second term in the integrand by parts. The result is

6T = J 6x -, (ni3) do. I
The total derivative term vanishes due to the assumption that the variation 6xi is zero at the limits 3
of integration. The equations of motion can be obtained by demanding that this expression for the

40 3
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3 variation of the time be zero for any set of variations 6 zx. This is possible only if the term that is

multiplying the variation vanishes everywhere along the path of integration. Setting this term to
* zero gives the equations of motion for a ray,

d(n = 01n.

I This may be rewritten in a slightly more transparent form,

,n n

The components ii form a unit vector pointing along the direction of the ray. The second term on

the right hand side is the projection of Vn/n in the : direction. Thus i is equal to that part of
Vn/n which is perpendicular to the path of the ray.

In order to put these equation in a form suitable for (one-way) numerical calculations, define
a horizontal r axis and a vertical z axis with 8 the angle of the ray with respect to the horizontal.3 Then i = f cos 0 + i sin 8, and the equations of motion become

n(-f sin 9 + i. cos O) ±- = fan + .O~n - (f. cos 9 + i sin 0) (cos #&rn + sin 98.n)da

I The r component of this equation gives an expression for dG/ds,

dOnU = O nsin8 -OncosO.

3 Simple geometry gives us dl/ds = cos 8 dO/dr and On/n = -Be/c. Finally,

d# = 9...c tan 0 - L.C.3 dr c c

The other two equations of motion given in the body of the report follow from the definition of 9

and simple geometry.

I
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U
APPENDIX B. Example Initillsation File

/:egme ...es e .... s...eeeoe ee Ray *eeeee~eeehreeeeeseeeee**ee/i

* Version 1.00 Friday, loveaber 13. 1992, 3:33 pa
* Copyright (C) 1992. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
* Use -license flag for use. copying and distributio• conditions.

input ( I
/0 Epp•fle "a ; 0l

bath_•il. a "test1.bth";
protfjile = "test1.ssp";

output ts a
lat.file t* t~m"

initialization;
filenames;
date;
soun4-speeds;
bathymetry;
paths;
wavefron;t

/e everything; */
/s environ.ent-only; /

source £
range a 0 (ha);
depth a 1000 (a);

3.;

receiver { l
rangse 2000 (oa);
depth • 0 (a);

angles {
first a 1S (degrees);
last n -15 (degrees); I
number a 500;

/c specific - () (degrees); */

paths C
min-range a 0 (ha);
aax.range a 2000 (ka);
fiz*d-dr a 500 (an);

/ steps-per a 0; 0/
columns { I

421rlmgo;



depth;

time;
angle;
speed;
grad;
top.bounces;

bot.bounces;
ray-nuaber;

/* everything;

include bounces;

model {
rang*edepend x grada.z; /I none grad.z lull f /
integration a rk.4; /I rk.2 rk.23 rk4 C/
bathyuetry a none; /0 none soft absorbin reflecting e/

range-step

multiplier u O.S;
EM, a 200 (a);
min - S ((a);

debits
d actor a 1;iteration a 10;

/* prof-smoothing- {} (a); ./
bath.-moothing a 10 (,a);
bottom-depth 6 6000 (a);
earth.radius 6 6378.137 (ka);
z.toltzance : 1-06 (a);
margins 100;
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APPENDIX C. Input File Formats

Profile File Format

A profile file contains the information necessary for Ray to compute the sound speed at all
ranges between the source and receiver. It is organized as a sequence of tables of sound speed
(m/s) as a function of depth (m) at increasing range (kin). For each sound-speed profile there is a
header line containing 1) the range of the profile in kin, 2) the number of points in the profile, 3)
the number "0" Directly after the header is a list of the depths (m) and sound speeds (m/s), with 3
one pair of numbers on each line. After the listing of the profile points there is a single line with
the a "0" on it. This pattern of header line followed by profile points followed by a "0," is repeated
until the end of the file which is indicated by the string "END" following the single "0." Here is a
short example.

0.0 33 0 I
0.0 1517.4268

10.0 1617.6736 I
20.0 1617.8807

30.0 1618.0923

80.0 1618.3930
76.0 1516.7801

100.0 1611.6797 3
126.0 1608.6289

160.0 1607.2884

200.0 1604.7734

260.0 1602.6900

300.0 1600.0790 3
400.0 1496.4920

500.0 1489.6708

600.0 1484.1949
700.0 1480.7405

800.0 1479.4832 3
900.0 1479.4335

1000.0 1479.7930

1100.0 1480.5996 3
1200.0 1481.5158

1300.0 1482.6431
1400.0 1483.5417

1600.0 1484.0309

1760.0 1487.3578
2000.0 1490.5300
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2800.0 1497.83"6

3000.0 1505.9020

3500.0 1514.4027

4000.0 1523.1636

4500.0 1532.1662

5000.0 1641.2718

5500.0 1560.6258

0

220.0 32 0

0.0 1615.7812

10.0 1616.0229

20.0 1516. 1872

30.0 1516.3413

50.0 1516.6648

75.0 1513.7440

100.0 1508.9756

125.0 160E.3369

160.0 1501.6737

200.0 1497.8691

250.0 1495.8367

300.0 1493.9893

400.0 1488.9931

800.0 1483.0016

600.0 1479.2471

700.0 1478.5566

800.0 1478.8572

900.0 1479.3947

1000.0 1480.1560

1100.0 1480.9617

1200.0 1481.9212

1300.0 1482.9679

1400.0 1483,9375

1500.0 1484.9661

1750.0 1487.4470

2000.0 1490.5247

2500.0 1497.8800

3000.0 1505.8644

3800.0 1514.3496

4000.0 1523.1794

4500.0 1632.1796
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I
5000.0 1541.3340 3

OEND

Bathymetry File Format !

The bathymetry file specifies the depth of the bottom as a function of range. The format
consists of two columns of numbers specifying the range (km) and the depth (m). The number of 3
bathymetry points is equal to the number of lines in the file. Here is a short example.

0.00 1000.00 I
10.00 1200.00

20.00 1400.00

30.00 1800.00
40.00 1800.00

60.00 2000.00 0

60.00 2200.00

70.00 240C.00

80.00 2600.00

90.00 2800.00

100.00 3000.00 3
110.00 3200.00

120.00 3400.00

130.00 3600.00

140.00 3800.00

160.00 4000.00

100.00 4200.00

170.00 4400.00

180.00 4600.00 0

190.00 4800.00

200.00 6000.00

210.00 6200.00

220.00 5400.00

I
I
I
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